Request Number: (A)99/0015

Subject: ALL DOCUMENTS FOUND WITH A COMPLETE AND THOROUGH SEARCH OF ALL FILING SYSTEMS AND LOCATIONS FOR ALL RECORDS MAINTAINED BY DND PERTAINING TO UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS AND/OR UFO PHENOMENON

Release Date: (05051999)
DD/MM/YEAR

Number of pages: (15)

Scheduled on-line date: (19051999)
DD/MM/YEAR
PAAUZYM RCCBFMA0001 0660455-UUUU--RCWBOCA.
ZNR UUUU
P 070445Z MAR 99
FM 21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//MCC/
RCCD/TRANSPORT CANADA OTTAWA//AIR OPS CENTER OTTAWA/
BT
UNCLAS MCC 310
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 070320Z TO 070345Z MAR 99
B. SKY CLEAR
C. 
D. 
E. NONE
F. SOUTHEAST OF OBSERVERS LOCATION: ONE BRIGHT FLASHING LIGHT MOVING BACK AND FORTH ACROSS THE SKY
G. 25 MINUTES
BT

SAVED AS FILE - D:\DAY066\XFMA0001.010 - 0660459Z
RAAUZYBW RCWPJZAO612 0281656-UUUU--RCWBOCA.
ZNR UUUU ZYB 2,3
R 271954Z JAN 99
FM 4 WG COLD LAKE//WCOC//
TO RCWBOCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//A3 ACS//
RCCBFNA/21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
RCCDOT/TRANSPORT CANADA (DOTOTT)///AIOOPS CENTER OTTAWA///
BT
UNCLAS WCOC021
SUBJ: METEORITES/UFO/CIRVIS REPORTS
A. 26 JAN 99 0048Z
B. CLEAR
C. AB, 1
D. NIL
E. SAW ONE HUGE ORANGE FIRE BALL HEADING EAST TO WEST WITH A TRAIL OF FIRE ABOUT 4FT IN HEIGHT AND ABOUT 8FT IN LENGTH. THE FLAME BURNED OUT AND COULD SEE A BLACK ROUND SMOKING OBJECT AND THEN DISAPPEARED.
F. ORANGE FIRE BALL WITH TRAILING FIRE.
G. LASTED ABOUT 30 SECONDS
J. N/A
K. HE SAWED THE SAME THING LAST YEAR.

**UNCLASSIFIED**

**UNCLASSIFIED**

RELEASED UNDER AIA. INFORMATION UNCLASSIFIED

D2
HAVING THIS NAMED AFTER HIMSELF.
UNCLAS

00129Z DEC 98 RR UUUU

4 WDG COLD LAKE//WCOC//
1 CAD/CANR WINNIPEG//A3 ACS//
21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//93//
TRANSPORT CANADA//AIROPS CENTER OTTAWA//

UNCLAS WCOC 021

SUBJ: METEORITES/UFO/CIRVISS REPORTS

A. 10 DEC 98 0150Z
B. CLEAR
C.

D. NIL

E. SAW ONE BIG SPARKLE HEADING SE FROM VERMILLION TOWARDS WATNIGHT WITH A TAIL ATTACHED THEN IT COLLIDED AND BROKE APART AND DISAPPEARED

F. ROUND IN SHAPE, COLOR WAS WHITE WITH A WHITE TAIL AS BRIGHT AS A QUARTZ HALOGEN LIGHT

G. LASTED ABOUT 2-3 SEC

H. LOCATED BELOW THE STAR LINE QUITE FAR AWAY

J. N/A

K. SAW A METEOR SHOWER LAST TWO NIGHTS BUT STATED THAT THIS WASN'T

04
DIFFERENT.

L. NIL
SUBJ: CIRVIS

1. On 08 Dec 98, 2345L, I observed a strange object in the sky above Trenton. I and her husband, I observed the object low in the north west skyline as they were driving from the Glen Miller area towards Trenton.

2. They observed that the object appeared to be stationary upside down triangle with a red light at the apex. The sky conditions were clear and moonlit. They thought the object could have been the International Space Station. I called her friend, I whom they had just visited and asked her if she could see the same object in the skyline. Her friend confirmed that she saw the same object but had no idea what it could be.

3. I observed that the object appeared distant in the sky as they drove through the city to their home. As they arrived home,
THEY COULD NO LONGER SEE THE OBJECT AS THEIR VIEW WAS OBSCURRED BY TREES

4. CONTACT

OR CONTACT

TRENTON ONT., PHONE

Released under AIA, INFORMATION UNCLASSIFIED

AOC FILE

MCSORLEY RL, MCPL, AOCDWT, 257-5598

DIEMANN D, CAPT, AOCDWO, 257-2650

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

01 01 292238Z OCT 98 PP PP UUUU

1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG
1 CAD/CANR WINNIPEG//A3 ACS//ZEN
21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
TRANSPORT CANADA//AIR OPS CENTRE OTTAWA//ZEN

UNCLAS AOC 391

SUBJ: CIRVIS/UFO REPORT
1. OBJECT SIGHTED 260000Z OCT 98
2. SKY CLEAR
3. OBSERVED BY [ ]
4. LOCATION: SHELBURNE, NS
5. ALSO OBSERVED BY LOCAL YOUTHS, NAMES UNKNOWN
6. OBJ WAS DESCRIBED AS QUOTE FLASHING LIGHTS UNQUOTE WHICH ROSE UP
   INTO THE SKY. ALTITUDES NOT REPORTED
7. DURATION OF OBSERVATION SEVEN TO TEN MINUTES

MCDONELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650

MCDONELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650

UNCLASSIFIED 08
UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJ: CIRVIS

1. OBJECT SIGHTED 101551Z OCT 98

2. SKY CLEAR

3. OBSERVED BY , LONDON, ON

4. LOCATION: ABV CHAPTERS BOOKSTORE, FANSHAW PK RD, LONDON, ON

5. ALSO OBSERVED BY HIS WIFE AND OTHER UNK PERS

6. OBJ WAS SEEN HOVERING APPROX 75 FT ABV BOOKSTORE. CRAFT DESCRIBED AS QUOTE SHINY UNQUOTE ALUMINUM OR SILVER COLOURED DISC, 75-80 FT IN DIAMETER, WITH A ROW OF COLOURED LIGHTS ON THE BOTTOM AND A SMALL DOME ON TOP. OBJ HOVER DESCRIBED AS QUOTE WOBBLY UNQUOTE WITH ERRATIC LATERAL MOVEMENTS. AFTER A MINUTE OR TWO IN THE HOVER, THE OBJECT TURNED UPSIDE-DOWN FOR 2-3 SECONDS, THEN RIGHTED ITSELF AND SHOT STRAIGHT UP TO AN ALTITUDE OF APPROX. 1/2 TO 3/4 MILE. LIGHTS ON BOTTOM EXTINGUISHED DURING ASCENT. OBJ RESUMED HOVER AT ALTITUDE

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650

UNCLASSIFIED

01 02 191423Z OCT 98 PP PP UUUU

AOC DWO 377

RELEASED UNDER AIA INFORMATION UNCLASSIFIED
FOR A FURTHER ONE OR TWO MINUTES, THEN QUOTE BLINKED OUT UNQUOTE

7. DURATION OF OBSERVATION APPROX 5 MINUTES

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 2650
UNCLASSIFIED

AOC WINNIPEG
1 CAN/CANR WINNIPEG//A3 ACS/ZEN
21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
TRANSPORT CANADA//AIR OPS CENTRE OTTAWA//

UNCLAS AOC DWO 324

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REFS: A. TELECON WO CHAMPIGNY (SAOC SD TECH)/MCPL ALLARD (NCO IC
SECUR/INVEST) 4 SEP 98
B. FAX - SAOC/AOC - 4 SEP 98
1. OBJECT SIGHTED 31 AUG 98 AT 0030Z AND 0230Z
2. SKY CONDITION UNKNOWN
3. OBSERVER
4. LOCATION: WESTERN PART OF CITY OF ST-HYCINTHE, QC
5. OBJECT ALSO WITNESSED BY THREE OTHER MBRS OF
6. SIGHTING DESCRIBED AS QUOTE A WHITE LIGHT LIKE A STROBE WHICH
WAS TRAVELLING FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, AT ABOUT 1000 FEET IN THE AIR. NO
SOUND COULD BE HEARD COMING FROM THE OBJECT UNQUOTE. OBSERVERS
CONTACTED THE RCMP, SQ, ARMY, AND QUOTE A FEW AIRPORTS UNQUOTE TO

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 257-2650

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 257-2650
INQUIRE IF THERE WERE ANY FLIGHTS IN THE AREA AT THAT TIME. NONE REPORTED.

7. DURATION OF SIGHTINGS UNKNOWN

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 257-2650

MCDONNELL D, CAPT, AOC DWO, 257-2650
UNCLAS AOC332

AOC332

SUBJ: CIRVIS

A. 31 AUG - 03 SEP 98, NIGHTTIME
B. DARK
C. ALBERTA - PHONE
D. CAMPING IN CANONASKIS CAMPGROUND WEST OF CALGARY
E. NONE REPORTED
F. SWIRLING OBJECT WITH BRIGHT LIGHTS, FORMED A TEEPEE LIKE OBJECT WITH RED LIGHTS SHOOTING OUT. HOVERING. SHE HAS A VIDEO TAPE OF SIGHTING
G. UNKNOWN

STODDART CHE, MCPL, AOC DWT, 257-5598

VALLEE JE, CAPT, AOC DWO, 257-2650